SWEET SPOTS &
BLIND SPOTS
A NEW ROAD TO TRANSLATE
BEHAVIORAL FINANCE INTO A
FINANCIAL ADVISOR’S
PERSONALIZED PRACTICE

ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE MAY
SHAPE THE FUTURE OF WEALTH
MANAGEMENT, BUT CLIENTS WANT
MORE EMPATHETIC ADVICE.
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Financial Advisor needs insights into
underlying behavioral biases -- for their
clients and for themselves -- and must
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What is Financial Virtues ?
TM

Financial Virtues TM uncovers financial
preferences, fears, and strengths
For an Advisor to effectively apply behavioral
finance, he or she must first communicate in
the most effective way with each unique
client. Financial Virtues, based on character
science and positive psychology (Peterson &
Seligman, 2004), uncovers how a person
expresses themselves by combining a unique
set of strengths and virtues, such as wisdom,
courage, knowledge, and humanity. We each
exercise all of these underlying strengths by
varying degrees when making financial
decisions. Before nudging clients to develop a
wise plan, Financial Advisors need to
understand how their clients’ unique
experiences create blind spots, thereby
impacting their financial decisions. The
Advisor must also realize that they themselves
are not immune to biases.

Without the awareness of virtues and
strengths, client discussions about money
often reflect only the preferences of the
most dominant person in a household, or
worse, those of the Financial Advisor and not
their client.
Our research, based on 4 different sets of
250 investors (ages 35-70, with at least
$250K of investable assets), shows: first, in
financial decisions, wisdom, humanity, and
courage matter the most among well-known
virtues; second, the wealth management
industry seems particularly skewed towards
certain personas, and the investors are more
evenly distributed; third, each investor's
Financial Virtues are consistent in the
context of their money. In general, money is
a stressful topic, under which people
demonstrate a stronger persona and
therefore less flexibility toward change.

The Financial Virtues tool opens a window for
Financial Advisors to detect how the client’s
unique expression of virtues and strengths
leads to biases, and it shows how Financial
Advisors’ unique expression of virtues and
strengths also affects the dynamic interaction
with their clients. It provides a starting point
in the financial planning journey together.

Therefore, the Financial Advisor needs to be
aware and adjust their approach, materials,
and communication, in order to best align
with their client. The Financial Virtues tool
helps Financial Advisors differentiate with
better, more personal and personalized
client conversations.

Furthermore, Financial Virtues highlights the
communication and decision-making styles
between Advisors and their clients, as well as
decision-making styles within a household.
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A Cambridge Financial Professional used
Financial Virtues in her practice and
discovered her blind spots and her clients’ by
first understanding her own Financial Virtues.
One of her clients was her opposite in every
way, in terms of how he thought and felt
about money. With the awareness and
response plan Financial Virtues offers, she
prepared differently for their quarterly
meeting, including the level of details and
materials she brought to the discussion, after
taking into consideration his agenda,
behavioral biases, and preferred
communication style.

Meanwhile, clients also want more personal
and personalized conversations with their
Advisors. Ken, a 74-year-old retired doctor,
said, “This information would have helped me
make better financial decisions.” Ken was
referring to 2008, when he moved to cash. If
he had been aware of his behavioral biases in
2008, he would have been more open to
thoughtful discussions with his Advisor.
Furthermore, awareness around Financial
Virtues facilitates better financial discussions
between spouses and within
multigenerational family members. Joe, age
57, said, “The only topics that have ever
caused friction in our marriage are financiallybased decisions. Financial Virtues is a game
changer for these discussions.” Joe and his
wife had very different profiles, and the
Financial Virtues insight provided a better way
to communicate their financial fears and
unique experiences.

The new approach was wellreceived, as the client began
to share information on
additional assets, leading to a
deeper and more productive
client-Advisor relationship.
The subtle adjustments that she made in
order to move in the direction of her client led
to a more meaningful conversation. She was
able to address specific behavioral biases,
including his illusion of control and recency
bias, in a way that resonated for the client.
Her new approach was well-received, as the
client began to share information on
additional assets, leading to a deeper and
more productive client-Advisor relationship.

Financial Virtues highlights the
communication and decisionmaking styles between
Advisors and their clients, as
well as decision-making styles
within a household.
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How does Financial Virtues work?
TM

Financial Virtues provides a method for more effective communication, by first
demonstrating blind spots--including unknown biases and stress reactions--and sweet spots,
noting financial strengths and personal preferences, around how a person thinks and feels
about their money. When Financial Advisors (FAs) and clients have the same blind spots, the
Financial Advisor can then be aware that together they may make similar financial mistakes.
On the other hand, if the Financial Advisor and the client are opposites, the Financial Advisor
will know how to move in the direction of the client to better connect and relate.
For example, both an Financial Advisor and a client may have strengths in humanity and
wisdom. They may enjoy sharing a good story with each other, and the conversation can be
free-flowing and fun. However, they might get stuck in the strategy swirl and personal
storytelling, rather than putting a clear financial plan together that can be executed. Setting
and sticking to realistic timelines is a crucial step for the Advisor and client to drive toward a
proper financial decision. With the awareness of their profiles and blind spots, Financial
Advisors and investors can hold each other accountable and build strong rapport as they do
great things together.

SWEET SPOT
/swēt spät/

noun
1.Natural tendencies, desired preferences, and financial strengths
2.Awareness when behavioral biases are impacting financial decisions
verb
1.Using your financial strengths to make financial decisions
2.Understanding your thinking and feeling preferences when it comes to money

BLIND SPOT
/blīnd spät/

noun
1.Stress behaviors that appear when making financial decisions
2.Underlying financial fears
3.Behavioral biases that lead to irrational financial decisions
verb
1.Lacking awareness of one’s stress behaviors, natural tendencies, and behavioral
biases when making financial decisions
2.Communicating using only your preferred way to deliver and receive financial
information
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Interactions of different Financial Virtues profiles with corresponding potential
blind spots (B) and sweet spots (S).

Humanity +
Wisdom

Humanity +
Knowledge

Courage +
Wisdom

Courage +
Knowledge

Humanity +
Wisdom

Humanity +
Knowledge

S: Both collaborate and
share well with others

S: Both care deeply
about people and are
patient

S: Both can be
enthusiastic about the
future and ideas

S: Both look at a challenge
very differently

B: They may get stuck in
the strategy swirl and
personal storytelling

B: They may get stuck
and fail to take timely
action

B: They may overlook
details or get frustrated
by the pace

B: One may feel pushed
too quickly while the other
may be concerned with
the lack of detail

S: Both care deeply
about people and are
patient

S: Both care about
details and alignment

S: They may see different S: Both care about
paths to solve a
information
challenge

B: They may get stuck
and fail to take timely
action

B: They may miss a
great opportunity or
new idea

B: One may see
negativity and slowing
things down while the
other sees impulsiveness

S: Both may be
enthusiastic about the
future and ideas

S: They may see
different paths to solve
a challenge

S: Both have a strong
S: Both appreciate an
desire to execute on the agenda and getting things
new idea or opportunity done

B: They may overlook
details or get frustrated
by the pace

B: One may see
negativity and slowing
things down, while the
other sees
impulsiveness

B: They may not have all
the details, and if they
move too quickly, it may
lead to a misstep

B: One desires more
details and a need for
control, while the other
wants to explore
something new

S: They may look at a
challenge very
differently

S: Both care about
information

S: Both appreciate an
agenda and getting
things done

S: Both want to get things
done as efficiently as
possible with a clear plan

B: One may feel pushed
too quickly, while the
other may be
concerned with the lack
of detail

B: They may each want
to move at a different
pace, and the type of
information they seek is
different

B: One desires more
details and control,
while the other wants to
explore something new

B: They may miss the
impact on others or
connecting with a larger
idea
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Courage +
Wisdom

Courage +
Knowledge

B: They may want to move
at different paces, and the
type of information they
seek is different

behavioral finance accordingly will not
only advance clients’ financial outcomes,
but it also benefits Advisors significantly
with respect to client acquisition and
attrition (Cerulli Associates, 2019).

Even if a Financial Advisor and a client
have similar strengths, their blind spots
may not be identical. Financial Virtues
personas allow the Financial Advisor to
recognize what similarities and
differences they share with their clients
when it comes to financial preferences,
and with that information, they can
better guide clients to overcome
behavioral biases.
For instance, a client who is strong in
the humanity and wisdom virtues may
have the tendency to follow a course of
action simply because others are doing
it (herding bias). The Financial Advisor
who shares similar financial strengths
can be more mindful of the client’s
communication preferences and,
therefore, will engage in a more
effective way to communicate behavioral
biases, provide coaching, and create a
rational financial plan.
Data indicates that recognizing the
differences and similarities of the
preferences between Financial Advisors
and their clients and incorporating
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Recognizing the differences and
similarities of the preferences
between Advisors and their
clients and incorporating
behavioral finance improves
client acquisition and reduces
attrition.
Irrational decision making costs the
average investor 1-4% in portfolio returns
(DALBAR, 2018). Therefore, using Financial
Virtues to conduct the behavioral
conversation and to close the behavioral
gap has a positive emotional impact and
financial return on investment for both
the Advisor and the client.

How to generate Financial Virtues?
Financial Advisors need more personalized practices and a way to translate academic theory
into practical implementation. Throughout the client life cycle, carefully designed positive
psychology questions can expose the underlying thoughts and feelings of Advisors and
clients, which further reveal their financial strengths, fears, and preferences. Furthermore,
the financial preferences of both Financial Advisors and their clients can shed light on their
potential blind spots and sweet spots, demonstrating how they would likely interact with
each other and how to effectively discuss the challenging topic of changing financial
behaviors.
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After proper training with the Financial Virtues model and how to conduct behavioral
conversations, Financial Advisors can consciously acknowledge their blind spots, as well as
identify and address the behavioral biases of their clients, thereby leading to better financial
conversations. With this additional knowledge, Financial Advisors can close behavioral gaps
and achieve more positive results with more empathetic advice throughout their clients’
financial journeys.
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With a proven ROI and behavioral science-backed insights,
our tools enrich relationships and position your practice for
ongoing growth - all while integrating smoothly with your
existing tech stack.
To learn more about how Financial Virtues can help your
practice please visit www.theatlaspoint.com.

